Background: Colorectal cancer is the third leading cause of cancer death; therefore early detection by screening is beneficial. Residents at a clinic in NJ, USA were not offering other forms of colon cancer screening when patients refused colonoscopy, which lead to the creation of the quality improvement project.
Introduction
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third leading cause of cancer death [1] , and therefore early detection by screening is beneficial [2] . Residents in primary care clinics offer screening modalities for CRC screening starting at the age of 50. At a clinic in NJ, USA, the primary method of CRC screening used was colonoscopy every 10 years starting at the age of 50; however when patients refused colonoscopies, other less invasive testing were not being offered. This prompted the investigators to intervene and assess the percentage of residents not offering less invasive testing. Residents were re-educated about alternate screening modalities for CRC and residents were reassessed.
Materials and Methods
Sixty-three residents were given survey (Supplementary Material 1, www.gastrores.org) based on multiple choice questionnaires, which asked first test used for CRC screening and what they would do if their first screening test was refused (if invasive). The questionnaire was anonymous. Results were obtained to assess the percentage of residents offering less invasive testing. Residents were re-educated about all methods of CRC screening that are approved as of 2018 [3] . At 6 months, the residents were given the questionnaire and results were used to compare the percentage of residents offering less invasive testing. Statistical methods used to analyze the study were the percent change and the percent difference. All analyses were performed using Microsoft Office Excel 2007 (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA). The Institutional Review Board approved this study, which was conducted in compliance with the ethical standards of the responsible institution on human subjects.
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Gastroenterol Res. 2019;12(6):312-314 education, colonoscopy was still the most used at 73%. A total of 95% residents offered less invasive testing when colonoscopy was refused ( Fig. 3 ). The percent change revealed an increase of 48.4375% in terms of residents offering less invasive testing when patients refused colonoscopy. The percent difference indicated a difference of action from the residents of 38.9937%.
Discussion
Most cases of CRC develop from polyps; therefore early detection and removal by colonoscopy reduce the risk of CRC development [1] [2] [3] . Colonoscopy is the gold standard for CRC screening; however other modalities are also approved such as
FOBT test yearly, and it is important to offer these modalities when colonoscopies are refused [1] [2] [3] . It was noticed that residents were not offering these test when patients refused colonoscopies and this is why this quality improvement (QI) project was created. After 6 months of re-education, residents went from offering less invasive testing once refusal of colonoscopy from 64% to 95%, revealing a percent change of 48.4375% in terms of residents offering less invasive testing when patients refused colonoscopy. The data of the study were gathered from an anonymous survey issued before and 6 months after resident re-education. At the time of the study, the facility only had paper charts. Relying on resident's response on a survey is less ideal than analyzing medical chart work in order to determine what was offered to the patients for CRC screening and what was offered to the patient when they refused colonoscopy. This is a limitation of the study. Future studies could focus on documented refusal and alternative tests offered by looking through an electronic medical record. However, after re-education, residents reported that they were offering less invasive testing (such as FOBT or FIT) when patients refused colonoscopy. The attending preceptors at the institution realized this and are now offering the test automatically when patients refuse colonoscopy. This would increase the number of patients screened.
Patients could have many reasons to refuse a screening colonoscopy including thinking they do not need it since they have no symptoms or CRC risk factors, discomfort with bowel prep for colonoscopy and discomfort with the invasive procedure itself [4] . By offering FOBT or FIT for screening when patients refuse colonoscopy, the patients that refuse colonoscopy due to invasive testing, discomfort with procedure and bowel prep regimen will be screened using noninvasive methods. If fecal tests are positive, at a follow-up visit, a discussion is made about having a colonoscopy. Patients generally agree to colonoscopy when noninvasive screening tests are abnormal. Unfortunately, Re-Educating Residents About CRC Screening Gastroenterol Res. 2019;12(6):312-314 some patients refuse to undergo a colonoscopy despite a positive FIT for various reasons but mostly related to procedural discomfort. For these patients, we recommend re-educating them at every visit about the benefits of CRC screening, the possibility of curing colon cancer when detected early or preventing it by resecting polyps with malignant potential [2] . This QI project aims to improve compliance with CRC screening using FIT or FOBT once patients refuse colonoscopy. Our intervention with re-educating primary care clinic medical staff resulted in improvement in screening compliance. This ultimately means providing better medical care.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary Material 1. Colorectal Cancer Screening Survey.
